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Session 1: the energy transition and opportunities for EU industries

Prof. Dr. A.P.C (André) Faaij - Director of Science, ECN part of TNO
Presentation title: The energy transition and opportunities for EU industries
André P.C. Faaij (1969) is appointed as Director of Science of ECN part of TNO (since 1st November
2018), the largest energy research organisation of the Netherlands. He focuses on strategy, large
research initiatives and collaboration with academia. He combines this position with a part time
chair as Distinguished Professor Energy System Analysis at the University of Groningen (RUG). Prior
to this position he was Chief Scientist of the New Energy Coalition (including the Energy Academy
Europe). In this position, he worked with many stakeholders on energy transitions from regional to
international level. Until spring 2014, he was Professor and scientific director of the Copernicus
Institute of Utrecht University (130 scientists). The research he coordinated was in core areas such
as Energy System Analysis, Bio-based Economy and Carbon Capture and Storage. His ongoing
research covers energy system integration questions, modelling, transition processes towards low
carbon energy systems and related innovation and policy questions.
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Prof. Dr. Stefan Lechtenböhmer – Director, Future Energy and Mobility Structures, Wuppertal
Institut
Presentation title: Integration of climate neutrality, circular economy and energy transition as
opportunities for EU basic industries
Stefan is a Director of the Future Energy and Mobility Structures Division at the Wuppertal Institut.
He is also since 2015 an adjunct Professorship in Environmental and Energy Systems with a special
focus on future sustainable energy systems at Lund University. Stefan’s research expertise focuses
(among other topics) on sustainable construction and planning and GHG emission inventories and
projections.
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Session 2: the the role of hydrogen in the future

Dr. Paul Dodds - Senior Lecturer, Bartlett School, Faculty of the Built Environment, University
College London (UCL)
Presentation title: The role of hydrogen in energy flexibility, availability, security, and decarbonisation
Paul Dodds is Associate Professor in Energy Systems at University College London (UCL).  He
specialises in modelling energy systems across all sectors of the economy, from engineering and
economic perspectives. Paul has led academic efforts to understand the opportunities for using
hydrogen in future energy systems through the publication of four White Papers that examine heat,
energy security, energy systems and economic opportunities.  He pioneered the recent interest in
converting the UK gas networks to deliver hydrogen through a journal paper in 2013.  He is
interested in policy issues surrounding hydrogen and recently led projects on green hydrogen and on
hydrogen’s value to the energy system.  Paul is the UK Government’s alternative delegate at IEA
Hydrogen. He also leads projects on energy storage and interconnection, and is a member of the UK
Energy Research Centre and the UK CCS Research Centre.
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Jorgo Chatzimarkakis - Secretary General, Hydrogen Europe
Presentation title: Market outlook for hydrogen technologies in Europe
Jorgo is Secretary General of Hydrogen Europe since 2016. Before he was Representative of Infineon
Technologies in Brussels and Member of the European Parliament (2004 – 2014) inter alia in the ITRE
Committee (Industry, Technology, Research and Energy) where he could contribute to lay the
cornerstone for the first and the second Joint Undertaking on hydrogen and fuel cells. In 2007 he
was elected “MEP of the year” by his colleagues of the European Parliament in the category
“Research and Innovation”. In 2015 he was appointed ambassador at large for Greece. He is
frequently publishing in international media and started to write novels with a political background.
Mr Chatzimarkakis was born in Duisburg, Germany. He holds German and Greek nationality, and a
degree in political science from the University of Bonn.
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Session 3: the case of the energy transition in phasing out coal from the
electricity generation sector in Germany

Rafał Bajczuk – Research Fellow, Department for Germany and Northern Europe, Centre for
Eastern Studies (OSW)
Presentation title: Phasing out coal from the electricity generation sector in Germany
Rafał Bajczuk is an energy policy expert at the Warsaw based think-tank OSW (Centre for Eastern
Studies). His research interests focus on Germany’s energy and climate policy. He is an author of
numerous articles and publications concerning this topic. Mr. Bajczuk graduated from the Institute
of International Relations at the University of Warsaw and holds a postgraduate diploma in energy
markets from the Warsaw School of Economics. He is currently pursuing a PhD in political sciences at
the University of Warsaw.
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Prof. Jürgen-Friedrich Hake – Head, Institute of Energy and Climate Research - Systems Analysis
and Technology Evaluation, Forschungszentrum Jülich
Presentation title: “Energiewende” in Germany - phasing out coal from the electricity generation
Jürgen-Friedrich is Head of the IEK-STE institute at Forschungszentrum Jülich. He is and expert on the
German energy transformation and energy economy. He is also actively involved in IEA
Implementing Agreements dealing with coal technologies and GHG reduction technologies. He holds
a Diploma in Mathematics/Physics, Bielefeld University and is himself a Professor for Energy Policy
and Energy Economy at Aachen University of Applied Sciences, as well as a Lecturer at Bonn
University and an Adjunct Professor at the University of Technology Sydney. Additionally, Jürgen-
Friedrich is the Chairman of the Executive Committee IEA TCP Clean Coal Centre.


